Is there a root cause for Parkinson’s to
be found in inferiority feelings?
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Parkinson’s disease (PD), or simply Parkinson’s, is one of the fastest growing diseases and some speak of a Parkinson pandemic
as the numbers of patients rise, especially in the Western world,
where PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder. It’s a long-term degenerative disorder of the central nervous
system that mainly affects the motor system and in later stages
many organs and leads to dementia. It mainly affects older people,
but there are many younger patients too. The symptoms usually
emerge slowly and, as the disease worsens, non-motor symptoms
become more common. There are a number of prodromal indicators (early warning signs) for PD like loss of taste and some
psychological markers. PD patients often experience prodromal
symptoms such as olfactory dysfunction, constipation, fatigue, and
behavioral and mood changes.
In this essay I suggest the psychological prodromal indicators are
not a symptom, but point at a mental cause of PD. The actual incidence and development of the disease is then a matter of generic
disposition and epigenetic factors, like pollution (pesticides etc.)
In addition to cognitive impairment and sleep disorders, PD-patients often have neuropsychiatric symptoms such as depression,
anxiety, apathy and impulse control disorders (ICDs) as common
non-motor symptoms.The symptoms of the disease result from
the death of cells in the substantia nigra, a region of the midbrain,
leading to a dopamine deficit, affecting the reward, pleasure and
happiness mechanisms, in medical terms the motivational salience
and the approach and avoidance behavior. Neurotransmitters like
dopamine are correlated to the nervus vagus and HPA-axis, connecting the gut biome with the brains, dysbiosis in the gut flora
helps to diagnose PD. The material cause of PD is unknown, with
both inherited and (epigenetic) environmental factors like exposure
to pesticides playing a role.There are indications that genetic
factors play a role in the susceptibility to PD and experiments with
mice have shown this could indicate a cure for PD.
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There is, however, at this time no general cure for PD; treatment aims to improve the symptoms; there are now medications like L-DOPA, MAO-B inhibitors, or dopamine agonists
.that do help at the symptomatic level and limit the impact of
the disease.
Could it be the disease (given genetic likelihood) is the result
of a mind-state? Almost all studies point to personality disorders as a consequence of Parkinson, not a result of a
personality disorder.
The question I ask has to do with observations in a limited
group of PD patients, and noticing improved motor functions
for some hours after taking mild psychedelics, indicating that
PD might be limited to one personality of a patients identity-matrix. But there is more. PD is not a new disease, already
in the industrial revolution in England the symptom were
well-known. The English doctor James Parkinson published
the first detailed description in „An Essay on the Shaking Palsy, in 1817. This was the time farmers were turned into factory workers, without much autonomy or conditions that would
stimulate self-esteem.
The research into PD has been almost exclusively into the biological (somatic) effects, looking at the neural and neurotransmitter mechanisms at play, the mechanical perspective
of cause and effect. Much has been published about environmental or endogenous toxic agents and PD incidence. The
idea, that specific personality or better identity factors play a
role and could be used as an indication for susceptibility of
PD has not been at the forefront of research. Stress history
and trauma-immunity might play a role here, but there are no
conclusive studies. For instance, one has established an association between PTSD and Alzheimer’s but the association
between PTSD and Parkinson’s disease remains unclear.
Since 1913 patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) have been
described as particularly industrious, devoted to hard work, inflexible, punctual, cautious, and moralist. These psychological
characteristics have been so constantly reported that the concept of “Parkinsonian personality” emerged. This
“parkinsonian personality” has been described by means of
several case reports, case series, twin studies, and
case-control studies.
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There has, however, not been a conclusive study relating
Parkinson’s to a specific clear personality or identity type, although
there are some indicators in the various typology approaches that
do indicate correlations. Relating such correlations to broader societal and socio-psychological and socio-economic circumstances,
like low self esteem or the stress levels or sense of disenfranchisement in a population, has not been a popular subject.
Is there a relationship between a general sense of failure, of being
unable to provide for myself or my family, between inferiority complex (low self esteem) and the incidence of PD? Could we relate
the peaks in PD incidence in the past and in today’s competitive
world to a lack of self-worth, in distrust, and doubt about one’s abilities? Are Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO), the demand to succeed,
to show off one’s achievements, the competitiveness of the whole
educational system, the living in the shadow of one’s peers or bosses, these could be markers for ensuing PD later in life?
But such questions are very relevant, for PD is on the rise, PTSD
is on the rise, the psychological health of large parts of the populations is at stake. The focus on material factors that are indicated
as the causes of PD, like specific toxins, are maybe the epigenetic
factors that are triggered and cause the actual symptoms and degeneration, but could it be that the mindset (conscious and unconscious) is at the root of the whole process? And can such a mindset be identified by means of bio- or psychomarkers, as ameans to
predict the susceptibility for PD and take preventive action?
The potential relationship between socio-psychological and
soci-economic conditions ,and the susceptibility to the disease deserves more study, but this requires an approach that looks bey-
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ond the mechanical and biological and into the mindset of PD
victims.
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